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Abstract—XML semantic validation needs to move away from 
syntax based tools to concept based mechanisms. This new 
approach will greatly enhance the flexibility, reusability and will 
make the validation process more reliable and less error prone. 
This paper presents a novel semantic validation framework. 
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I. INTRODUCTION (Heading 1) 
Currently XML semantic validation is tightly coupled with 

the structure of XML documents. The syntax based semantic 
validations have inherent conflict as syntax and semantics 
serve two different purposes. The tag and attribute names in 
XML represent real world concepts. But XML syntax cannot 
accurately capture the semantics of those tags and attributes. 
Moreover, same concept can be expressed in a number of 
different ways from syntax perspective. Now if we try to 
validate these concepts using the syntax as primary tool, we 
need to create innumerable validation rules in semantic 
validation languages like Schematron. This study proposes a 
novel framework to do the semantic validation based on 
conceptual nuances of the tags instead of structural 
representation. 

II. SYNTAX EXAMPLE 1 

A. Business Rule (Heading 2) 
Let’s assume we have below business rule: 

“Address should be valid” 

Valid address in this example’s context means; the address 
should contain city, state and zip code. 

B. Address Concept 
We have to validate address concept that has three 

components i.e. city, state and zip code. Let’s represent this 
concept by below diagram: 

 

Fig1. Address Concept 

 

 

C. Address XML Syntax 1 Instance 
Let below be the excerpt from the XML document 

containing address:  

 

 Fig2. XML Syntax 1 Instance 

D. Address XML Syntax 1 (XML Schema 1) 
Let below be the XML Schema to define the above XML 

instance:  

 

 Fig3. XML Schema 1 

E. Schematron Rule 1 
Based on above XML syntax we can define below 

Schematron rule to validate the address: 

 

 

 

 

Fig4. Schematron Rule 1 

Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text box 
(sponsors). 

Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text box 
(sponsors). 

Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text box 
(sponsors). 

Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text box 
(sponsors). 

C3.1 



Schematron like XSLT uses XPath as query language. The 
way above rule works is that it uses XPath to find element 
named “address”. Once found, it executes three tests. First test 
tries to find the sub element “city; second test looks for “state”; 
and the third test verifies the existence of “zipcode” sub 
element. 

III. SYNTAX EXAMPLE 2 
Now let’s assume we have another XML document 

representing address but in a different syntax. Instead of 
address it calls it location. 

A. Address XML Syntax 2 Instance 
Let below be the XML schema for this document: 

 

 Fig5. XML Syntax 2 Instance 

B. Address XML Syntax 2 (XML Schema 2) 
Let below be the XML Schema to define the above XML 

instance

 

Fig6. XML Schema 2 

C. Schematron Rule 2 
Now if you notice, it is the same concept i.e. address, it is 

the same business rule but syntax has changed. Instead of 
“address” tag it is called “location”. The semantics of address 
have not changed but the structure has changed. 

To validate this XML instance based on Syntax 2, the 
Schematron Rule 1 (Figure 4) will not work. This rule will first 
look for “address” tag. Instead it will encounter “location” tag. 
It will never go past “location” and wouldn’t know if city, state 
and zipcode are in there. In order to validate the documents 
based on syntax 2, we will need to create another Schematron 
rule like below:  

 

 Fig7. Schematron Rule 2 

IV. SYNTAX EXAMPLE 3 
Schematron rule 1 and 2 will be able to validate the 

documents based on syntax 1 and 2 respectively. But what if 
we get yet another document that has different syntax from 
either of the earlier described. Below is excerpt from a 
document with new syntax. 

A. Address XML Syntax 3 Instance 

 

Fig8. XML Syntax 3 Instance 

B. Address XML Syntax 3 (XML Schema 3) 
Let below be the XML Schema to define the above XML 

instance: 

 

Fig9. XML Schema 3 

C. Schematron Rule 3 
Again if you observe it closely, it is the same concept and 

our business rule to validate the address is same but the 
structure has changed. Now instead of defining the city, state 
and zipcode as sub elements, this syntax defines these as 
attributes. 

None of our previously defined Schematron rules will work 
here. In case of Schematron Rule 1, the top element “address” 
will match but after that it will not be able to match city, state 
and zipcode as those are defined as attributes in syntax 3. 
Element and Attribute are two different entities in XML and 
are discovered and processed differently. 

In case of Schematron Rule 2, as we described previously, 
the top tag itself is different. 

Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text box 
(spon 

Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text box 
(sponsors). 

Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text box 
(sponsors). 

Identify applicable sponsor/s here. If no sponsors, delete this text box 
(sponsors). C3.2 

 



This means that we will need to define yet another 
Schematron rule to validate this new document based on syntax 
3. We can use below new Schematron rule to validate the latest 
document: 

 

 Fig10. Schematron Rule 3 

V. PROBLEM DISCUSSION 
We can summarize the observations about our address 

example so far as: 

• Our business Rule didn’t change 

• Our Address concept didn’t  change 

• We could represent Address in multiple syntaxes 

• For each new syntax we had to create a new 
Schematron rule 

Based on these observations, we can say that we will need 
N number of Rules for N number of XML syntax. So out of 
curiosity what will be that number N for our address example. 
In other words, how many rules we will need create to safely 
assume that we have covered all possible syntax variations for 
‘address’ element. To put in different way, what will be our 
problems solution space? 

 Ns  = ? (1) 

where Ns is the number of Schematron rules needed to 
validate address concept. 

To find out the value of N we will need to look at the XML 
specifications about naming the tags and attributes: 

XML 1.1 specification section 2.3 says: [1] 

• a Name is a token that 

• begins with a letter or one of a few punctuation 
characters,  

• has letters, digits, hyphens, underscores, colons, or full 
stops 

It means ‘Names’: 

• can contain letters, numbers, and other characters 

• cannot start with  

• a number or punctuation character or xml 

• cannot contain spaces 

As per this specification we can pretty much have any 
combination of any characters/digits in any written language as 

the tag name for “address”. So the value of N seems to be 
infinite 

 Ns  = ∞ (2) 

 

Below are some of the examples address tag can be 
expressed in XML 

  
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig11. Address tag examples 

VI. PROPOSED SOLUTION 
We saw in previous sections that we can’t use brute force 

approach to validate the elements (address in this case). The 
number of rules will grow linearly as the syntax variations 
grow. However, we also notice that our address concept never 
changed. The semantics of address concept remained same. 
That means, if we somehow figure out how to express the 
address concept in some formal way, we can then create the 
semantic validation rules based on concept instead of structure 
(syntax). That also means we can bring N to 1 from infinity. So 
the Equation 2 will become as: 

 Ns  = 1 (3) 

A. Concept Representation in OWL 
In order to define the Schematron rules based on concept 

we first need to find a way to define the concepts. We know 
that XML Schema can’t capture the semantic nuances of a 
concept [2]. So if we look around we see that we can borrow 
RDF and Ontology Web Language (OWL) from Semantic 
Web to represent a concept. There is a plenty of literature to 
prove that OWL is much more suitable for representing 
concepts than XML Schema or DTD. 
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Let below be an excerpt from Address Ontology: 

 

 Fig12. Address Ontology 

B. Concept Based Abstratct Schematron Rule 
Now since we figured out a way to represent a concept 

based on OWL, let’s see how can modify our original 
Schematron Rule (Schematron Rule 1: Figure 4). Before we do 
that we need to closely look at Rule 1 again. 

 Fig13. Abstract Schematron Rule 

 

In this rule, the value after “context” and “test” is basically 
XPath expression for the relevant parts. In other words: 

• The "address" in context="address" is XPath 
expression //address [Any address element in the 
document] 

• The "city" in test="city" is XPath expression 
//address/city [city child of any address element in the 
document] 

• The "state" in test="state" is XPath expression 
//address/state [state child of any address element in 
the document] 

• The "zipcode" in test="zipcode" is XPath expression 
//address/zipcode [zipcode child of any address 
element in the document] 

Now if we replace these XPath expressions with places 
holder (Variables) and match those with Ontology class and 
attributes and add $ sign to signify the variable, we can re write 
Schematron Rule 1 as an abstract rule based on OWL: 

<rule context="$AddressDetails"> 

 <assert test="$Locality">Missing city name </assert> 

 <assert test="$AdministrativeAreaName">Missing 
State name </assert> 

 <assert test="$PostalCode">Zip missing</assert> 

</rule> 

This abstract rule now contains place holders instead of 
hardcoded XPath expressions. Now if we know the mapping 
between Ontology Classes/Attributes and XPath representation 
of corresponding concepts in a given Syntax, we can create a 
concrete rule with bit of normalization. 

Once we automatically create a concrete rule, we can use 
that rule to validate all the XML Instances of that particular 
syntax. 

C. Validation Framework 
Here is how our Framework will work: 

Step 1: We create and publish an ontology of our concept 
[As in Section VII(A) ] 

Step 2: We create an abstract rule based on the ontology 
[As in Section VII (B) ] 

Step 3: The author of the XML document to be validated 
provides us below artifacts: 

a. Schema (XSD/DTD) file 

b. A name value pair mapping text file based on the 
published ontology [As per Section VII(D)] 

c. One or more XML Instance documents that need to be 
validated 

Step 4:  We use mapping file and create a concrete rule by 
normalizing and substituting the values in concrete rule from 
mapping file. 

Step 5: We use this concrete rule to validate all the 
instances provided in Step 3(a) by using any Schematron 
Validator such as PaceSchematronValidator. 

D. Mapping File Format 
The mapping file can be a simple text file containing name 

value pairs separated by an equal sign. The name to the left of 
equal sign will be the value of OWL Class/Property rdf:ID. On 
the right hand side it will be the XPath expression resolving to 
the XML Schema entity equivalent to the Ontology entity. 
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Below is a sample file based on Syntax 1 [Fig 3] and 
Ontology in Fig12. 

 

 Fig14. Mapping File Sample 

 

E. Concrete Schematron Rule 
Once we have abstract rule as created in Section XI and 

Mapping Files created in Section XII we can have a 
preprocessor to automatically create concrete rules that will 
look like below: 

 

 Fig15. Concrete Schematron Rule 

 

Below is the mapping of how this rule was created 
 

 
 

VII. SUMMARY 
In this paper we showed that current semantic validation is 

syntax oriented. Since XML syntax is very flexible therefore 
you can’t effectively validate the concepts. We formulated a 
framework that shifts the validation from syntax to semantics 
using Ontology. Using this framework we don’t need to 
manually create unlimited rules as the structure changes. We 
create the rule once and then leverage the mapping to 
automatically create rules based on new structure. This 
framework enables us to handle a diverse set of XML data 
without worrying about the structural differences. 
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